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Frederick Harris Goff was a visionary. He wanted to leave “a large sum of money” to support the future
well-being of his community—Cleveland—but realized that he had no way of knowing what the needs
would be 50 years in the future. So, in 1914, he created the world’s first community foundation, the
Cleveland Foundation, now the second largest community foundation in the U.S.
Because of its prudent investment strategies, the Cleveland
Foundation had the wherewithal in the worst economy since
the Great Depression to create short-term programs to meet
Clevelanders’ most pressing needs—food, clothing, shelter—
while continuing to support longstanding initiatives ranging
from early childhood education to arts and culture.
Looking for an upbeat concept in a down time, the foundation

turned to Nesnadny + Schwartz to create its new annual
report in 2009. With the foundation’s help, we located past
benefactors whose contributions continue to affect Cleveland
today. We photographed current donors, relatives of donors,
and recipients, holding framed portraits of the past contributors who touched their lives. The foundation fell in love with the
approach and asked N+S to extend it to its first-ever online
interactive annual report.
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We
encourage

creativity

a rtS a n d c u lt u r e

World-class arts and cultural organizations have distinguished Cleveland
over much of the last century. Our treasured visual and performing arts
institutions, such as the Cleveland Museum of Art, the Cleveland Orchestra,
Playhouse Square, and the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, have
brought international acclaim to our city and been a source of immense pride
for our residents. Even during dark periods, our arts and culture scene has
been a bright spot, adding rich dimension to the fabric of our city. The foundation is committed to keeping the light shining on these wonderful community
assets to ensure that the many benefits of the arts are widely accessible for
everyone to explore and enjoy. Read more about our arts and culture initiatives
at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Arts
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toug h t i m e S , S t rong Pa rt n e r The foundation

Begun in 2007 with support from UBS Wealth Management, SmART in the City is designed and managed by the
foundation, and is carried out in partnership with some of
Cleveland’s finest cultural organizations. To see delightful
photos and videos of kids and their experiences at summer
arts camp, visit www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Smart.

believes that maintaining the strength of Cleveland’s
diverse cultural community is vital to the overall attraction
and richness of our community. Our financial support and
added flexibility in our grantmaking process have helped
local arts and cultural organizations stay on track with
their strategic plans while adapting to the harsh economic
realities that emerged in the latter months of 2008.

h o m e F o r g l o B a l a rt i S t S 2008 began a threeyear pilot for an initiative called Creative Fusion. This
program supports longhave continued ou r
ter m re sidencie s at
longtime commitment
local arts organizations
l o o k i ng Bac k
to arts-integrated edufor accomplished inter1950 Foundation grants develop University Circle into a cultural haven
cation through an ennational artists, with a
with capital funding for buildings to the Cleveland Museum of Natural
du ri ng pa r t nersh ip
goal of expanding our
History and the Cleveland Institute of Art.
w it h t he Clevela nd
community’s exposure
1980 The foundation makes a lead grant to Playhouse Square’s first
Metropolitan School
to world culture.
major capital campaign, spurring an outpouring of other contributions to
District, Young AudiThrough the arts, we
transform the abandoned Ohio, Palace, and State theaters into the nation’s
ences of Nor t heast
encourage the world to
second-largest arts and entertainment center.
Ohio, and the Ford
view Cleveland as a
2006 A decade of work by the foundation and other organizations results
Foundation. Art is Eduwelcoming place for
in the passage of Issue 18, which provides public funding for the arts in
cation, the successor
global culture and comCuyahoga County for the first time.
to ICARE, a program
merce. We look forlaunched by the Cleveward to hosting artists
mov i ng F o rwa r d to day
land Foundation and
from Cuba, Tu rkey,
$1.5 million to Cleveland Museum of Art for the second phase of its
partners more than a
and other nations in
campaign to support a massive reinvention of the museum’s facilities.
dozen years ago, is an
the coming year.
$500,000 to Musical Arts Association for continued support of the
i n- s cho ol a r t s pro r i c h e xc h a ng e
Cleveland Orchestra and implementation of its strategic turnaround plan.
g ra m coord inated
In April, we particiwith the district’s lit$150,000 to Young Audiences of Northeast Ohio for expansion of its
pated in the wrap-up
arts education programming for youth.
eracy curriculum and
of an 18-month U.S.
designed and delivered
For a complete list of our 2008 grants, please visit
State Department arts
www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Grants
by the cultural comeducation exchange
munit y alongside
program in Istanbul
classroom teachers.
with representatives
We are delighted that
from several other Cleveland arts organizations. The prothe Ford Foundation has committed to partnering with
gram, called Engaging Marginalized Youth, aims to help
us by providing several additional years of support for
youth and community groups in Turkey use the arts to
this worthwhile program.
advocate for and respond to the needs of young people
S u m m e r a rt S c a m P F o r k i d S SmART in the City who are disadvantaged for religious, social, or economic
marked the third summer of its five-week, all-day intensive reasons. Our representative on the trip, Kathleen Cerveny,
arts camp for preteens. Each year, hundreds of fifth- and director of evaluation and institutional learning, chronisixth-graders in various inner-city neighborhoods learn to cled the learnings and inspiring results of this intensive
paint, draw, write, act, sing, and dance while also learning and highly rewarding cross-cultural exchange on her blog
about the creative traditions of Africa, Native America, at www.ArtsandCultureBlog.ClevelandFoundation.org.
China, Japan, the Caribbean Islands, and other cultures.
a i S F o r a r t S We
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“Cleveland is a mecca for arts and culture lovers,” enthuses laura perrotta , an actress with the Great Lakes Theater Festival. The classical
theater company is pleasing crowds at its new home at the landmark Hanna Theatre in downtown Cleveland’s Playhouse Square district. With foundation
and community support, a $19.3 million campaign helped to renovate the last of Cleveland’s five historic theaters and build an endowment fund as
well. Doors opened in the fall of 2008 to wide acclaim, and to the great delight of ja m e s a n d k at h y p e n de r , long-time supporters of
the arts and Playhouse Square. The rescue and rebirth of Cleveland’s famous theaters is hailed among the top 10 triumphs in our city’s history.

Karamu House is where stars are born – Langston Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston, to name just two. The venerable theater in Cleveland’s Central
neighborhood is one of the nation’s oldest African-American cultural institutions. t e r r e nc e sp i v ey, artistic director, feels privileged to
be nurturing a new generation of playwrights and actors. But the next generation would be looking elsewhere if not for l eona r d h a n na j r .
and other benefactors, who came together to help relocate and rebuild Karamu after a mysterious fire in 1939. With continued foundation support,
the center has evolved into a great treasure, offering daycare, summer camp, outreach programs and, of course, its signature theater performances.

Cover and selected spreads from the Cleveland Foundation 2009 Report to the Community.
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We
nurture

innovation

econom ic dev e loPm e n t

When the foundation was formed in 1914, Cleveland was the nation’s sixth
largest city. Population was exploding, and business was thriving. Cleveland
was known for its innovation and manufacturing muscle. With the decline of
local R&D and manufacturing in the 1970s, population suffered along with
the city’s image as an economic powerhouse. Cleveland has needed to reinvent
itself to survive and thrive. Fortunately, scientific research and advanced
manufacturing are making a comeback. Once again we can lead the way – this
time in promising areas of biotechnology and renewable energy. We can leverage
our traditional strengths, skilled workforce, and geography to become a highly
desirable location for global companies. The current economic crisis is showing
us that a new vision for Cleveland is needed now more than ever, and the
foundation has no shortage of ideas, projects, and talented people to support
this transformation. Read more about our economic development plans at
www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Economy

The Cleveland Foundation

h u B F o r i n t e r nat i ona l Bu S i n e S S The goal of
our international business efforts is to create jobs and
wealth for Clevelanders by persuading foreign companies
to locate their U.S. operations here. Our approach is proving
effective, with many successes.

w i n d S oF P o S i t i v e c h a ng e We continue to nurture

the emergence of wind turbine research and manufacturing
in Cleveland. We are strengthening the region’s wind power
supply chain, helping local companies expand capabilities to
serve the industry, educating the public on wind’s potential as
an economic driver here, and advocating for public policies
For example, Germany’s IBC Solar company opened its first
allowing us to become a major global player. We continue to
U.S. office here after working closely with the foundation,
promote offshore wind in Lake Erie as a long-term opportucity, and state. Europe’s SME Union, a business group reprenity. An important first
senting some 300,000
step is installing a pilot
s m a l l a n d m e d iu m
wind farm offshore of
businesses (similar to a
l o o k i ng Bac k
downtown Cleveland. If
chamber of commerce),
1915 The foundation conducts a series of specific studies on several
we are successful, ours
opened its first U. S.
community issues including public education, recreation, justice, lakefront
would be the first freshof f ic e i n C levela nd.
development, and higher education. Objectives are to target foundation
water installation in the
Housed at the Greater
resources and stimulate public debate over reforms.
world and the first Great
Cleveland Partnership,
1988 The foundation-sponsored master plan for Cleveland’s lakefront
Lakes installation in the
the office is linking SME
helps create North Coast Harbor, the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and
United States.
members with business
Museum, and the Great Lakes Science Center.
Our investment in helpopportunities in Ohio
2002 The Cleveland Foundation and about 20 other foundations, now
ing to establish Case
and the Midwest.
grown to 80, join together to create the Fund for Our Economic Future, a
Western Reserve Univercollaborative group with the influence to create a long-term regional
B e yo n d Bu S i n e S S
agenda for restoring economic prosperity.
sity’s Great Lakes Energy
We are building interInstitute (GLEI) is bearnational relationships
ing fruit. Our funds supmov i ng F o rwa r d to day
beyond business. With
ported the hiring of a
our help, Costa Rica
$4.5 million, including a $4 million loan, to support a new arts, retail,
world expert in wind
and residential district in the Greater University Circle area.
recently selected Cleveenergy control systems
land’s University Hos$4 million to the Fund for Our Economic Future for sixth-year support to
and an executive direcpitals Ireland Cancer
strengthen regional economic development in Northeast Ohio.
tor with senior experiC e nt e r to promo t e
$1 million to Shorebank Enterprise Group Cleveland to support a new
ence in the energy field.
state-of-the-art cancer
network of employee-owned businesses in the seven neighborhoods of
Our support, in turn,
screening and treatGreater University Circle.
has helped GLEI to win
ment for its citizens and
For a complete list of our 2008 grants, please visit
a $3 million Ohio Third
training for its physiwww.ClevelandFoundation.org/Grants
Frontier grant.
cians. More patients
S u P P ly i n g n e w
may avail themselves of
d e m a n d Since pascare at University Hospitals, expanding the reach of medical care to another over- sage of Ohio’s “renewable energy portfolio standard” legseas market. The Costa Rican government is reaching out islation in 2008, requiring utility companies to buy an
also to Northeast Ohio teachers for help with its national increasing percentage of their power from advanced energy
sources, we have focused on growing local renewable
goal for all citizens to speak Spanish and English.
sources of electricity to supply the new demands. We have
With U.S. government approval, we have initiated arts and
seeded the startup of Ohio Cooperative Solar, a for-profit,
cultural contacts with Cuba. In the first of what we hope will
employee-owned business in Greater University Circle, to
be many cultural exchanges with Cuba, the Cleveland Institute
install solar energy systems atop anchor institutions in the
of Art recently hosted “Cuba through the Arts,” a moving
circle, with an eye toward building a workforce trained to
lecture by renowned Cuban art historian Helmo Hernandez.
serve the new statewide requirements cost effectively.
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We
value our

citizens

h um a n Se rv ic e S a n d you t h dev e loPm e n t
“To make life better for Greater Cleveland’s citizens” is the eternal purpose of
the Cleveland Foundation. At times in the past, and certainly today, needs have
been great. We are here for the family that turns to the Free Clinic for health
care, the ex-prisoner who wants to be a productive citizen, and the teen looking
for a positive alternative to violence or drugs. Because the ongoing success of
any community rests with its youth, we are dedicated to making sure that our
children in particular have the education, life experiences, and mentors necessary
to learn, build skills, and become responsible adults. For the past decade, we
concentrated on providing comprehensive services to children from birth to age 5.
Now our focus has expanded to include preteens and teens. Read more about our
goals to help youth thrive at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/HumanServices

community

n e igh Bor hoodS

From Little Italy to Fairfax to Slavic Village, Cleveland has long boasted distinctive

neighborhoods full of character and culture. Many neighborhoods have gone

through highs and lows over the last century, and always the foundation has
been there to keep them moving forward. Our efforts over time have ranged
from helping build University Circle into a cultural epicenter, to easing racial
tensions during the 1960s, to forming modern-day community development
corporations to lead revitalization. Today, we are helping create opportunities
for good jobs and business ownership in neighborhoods, so residents can move
forward powerfully on their own. We also are providing them with training that
will help them succeed in new jobs and careers. Read more about our plans to
strengthen neighborhoods and empower neighbors with new housing, businesses,
and jobs at www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Housing

What might have been unfathomable during a donor’s lifetime can come to fruition – thanks to unrestricted gifts. Consider advanced energy. In 1935,
a l be rt c on v e r s , a Cleveland industrialist, left the foundation $3 million, the largest unrestricted grant in the foundation's short history.
Because of gifts like his, the foundation can fund new opportunities, like the Great Lakes Energy Institute, whose aim is to establish Cleveland as a
force in the burgeoning advanced energy field. dr . nor m a n t i e n , dean of the School of Engineering at Case Western Reserve University,
home of the institute, is dreaming big for Cleveland. And when donors put their trust in the foundation, it can help those dreams become reality.

A thriving health care and bioscience community in Cleveland is the personal dream of ba iju sh a h , founder, president, and CEO of BioEnterprise.
Since 2002, BioEnterprise has assisted more than 100 medical device, biotechnology, and health care service firms that have attracted more than
$875 million in funding. Shah created a summer program to bring college students here to work and live, and a support network for international
entrepreneurs. Nurturing ideas and talent is important to the r e c h i n fa m i ly too. The F. James and Rita Rechin Fund, managed by son
Thomas, was the foundation’s first donor-advised fund. Today it supports a variety of causes, including economic development and entrepreneurship.

h a r ry cou lby ’s gift has been a great help to a great many young lives. In 1931, with our fledgling foundation on the verge of collapse, Coulby’s
$3 million gift was a lifeline. The industrialist requested that the foundation use his funds to help young people in need. In this spirit, we helped
create today’s MyCom – short for My Commitment, My Community. It’s a network of after-school and summer activities, jobs, and mentors for
kids. MyCom is benefiting thousands of Greater Cleveland youth, like h a l ey qu i n t i l i a no . Haley aspires to be a lawyer and will get a
chance to learn about the profession firsthand by visiting a law firm as a participant in MyCom’s “Future U” career exploration.

Giving free health care to more than 10,000 patients is no easy task. But the Free Medical Clinic of Greater Cleveland does it every year, thanks
in part to compassionate volunteers like m a r i e l wa l l ac e , a nurse who has volunteered her time there for 40 years, since the clinic’s
beginnings in a tiny house on Cornell Road in 1970. Donors like joh n a n d m a rg i e w h e e l e r are moved by the sense of community
and caring for one another that keeps the clinic going. It’s one of the few free clinics from that era to survive. Said Margie, “We believe in its mission
of providing quality health care free of charge to those with no alternatives.”

Cleveland Metroparks was a wonderland for m a rgu er it e a n d wa rw ick bu er , who found great pleasure in their favorite pastime –
trekking through the reservations’ hundreds of miles of hiking trails. In 2007, after Marguerite’s death, Warwick named the Emerald Necklace
Endowment Fund as a beneficiary of their estate, for the creation and preservation of park trails. He died the following year. But their generous
gift lives on. In 2009, the new Lake to Lake Trail in the Big Creek Reservation opened. For kids like joe d ’a m ic o , age 9, the parks are his
own vast playground, where he loves to ride his bike or play catch on a nice day.

All k e i t h pa r k h a m wanted was a second chance. The father of five had trouble finding a job after a short time in jail. “I made
one mistake. But my kids still see me as their hero, and I need to live up to their expectations,” he said. Then came the Evergreen
Cooperative Laundry, a new company nearby that will be owned by its employees. It’s the first of a growing network of worker
cooperatives, conceived and launched by the Cleveland Foundation and many partners. And Parkham is the first hire, an opportunity
made possible by donors like al and norma geller , who are behind new ways to create jobs and wealth in city neighborhoods.

P o S i t i v e c on n e c t i on S With the success of Invest Peacemakers trains small groups in conflict resolution,
in Children, our decade-old early childhood intervention cultural diversity, and community engagement. In June,
program, we knew we needed to develop an initiative to the alliance graduated its first group of outreach workpick up where it left off. MyCom – which stands for My ers, who will mentor the most at-risk youth in our region
Commitment, My Community – is a set of youth devel- and link them to services and supports in their area in an
opment programs for children in neighborhoods from effort to curb violence. They also will assist police in
Shaker to Central, and from Parma to West Park, who dealing with crises, gang information, crowd control,
want safe and fun places to connect with each other, and more.
interesting and producgoi ng hom e to
tive activities close to
Stay Every year, some
home, and chances to
5,0 0 0 ex- of fenders
l o o k i ng Bac k
meet people who will
leave prison and re1940 The foundation supports the establishment of Adoption Services
inspire and prepare
t u r n to Cuya hoga
Bureau, the first in the country.
them for the future.
County. The barriers
1999 Cuyahoga County commissioners and the foundation launch Invest
Launched in October
they face in gaining
in Children, a partnership to improve life quality for all county children
2008, MyCom is led
employment, a crucial
from the prenatal stage through age 5.
by t he fou nd at ion ,
step to becoming a
2004 The Cleveland Foodbank moves into its new 60,000-square-foot
managed day to day
productive member of
facility, made possible by significant grants from the foundation and
by Cuyahoga County,
society, are numerous.
other funders, allowing the Foodbank to meet the community’s demand
and supported by a
A nd t he recid iv ism
for emergency food for years to come.
large net work of
rate is high during the
neighborhood groups
first year of release.
mov i ng F o rwa r d to day
and nonprofit agenThe Cleveland Foun$1.27
million
to
support
MyCom,
the
foundation’s
youth
development
cies that offer myriad
d at ion , a long w it h
initiative, providing kids and teens with after-school activities, summer
activities for our
other community partjobs, and mentors.
youth. I n MyCom’s
ners, is committed to
$500,000 for Project Access to strengthen leadership, management,
first year, more than
generating job opporand operational skills of small faith- and community-based organizations
3 ,70 0 k id s p a r t ic i tunities that extend to
in Cleveland and inner-ring suburbs.
pated i n some 13 0
men and women with
$200,000 for the city’s Operation Focus, an anti-gang and gun viosummertime activities.
criminal records and
lence initiative.
In addition, another
to providing them with
For a complete list of our 2008 grants, please visit
3,600 teens benefited
the preparation and
www.ClevelandFoundation.org/Grants
f rom su m mer job s ,
suppor t ser vices to
lea r n i ng sk i l ls a nd
succeed.
r e s p o n s ib i l it y a n d
We are working with
connecting with adult
Towards Employment, a nonprofit that specializes in job
mentors. Youth, parents, and volunteers can find out
placement and training, offering a fresh start to those trymore through the MyCom website at www.MyCom.net
ing to make an honest living and turn around their lives. It
and GetItFacts.org.
helps new employees take care of issues that may impede
S a F e r c om m u n i t i e S F o r k i d S Incidents of vio- their ability to start a new job, assisting with transportalence in neighborhoods greatly diminish the quality of tion or child care, for example. In addition, the foundation
life for Cleveland youth. The foundation has supported is supporting the Greater Cleveland Integrated Re-Entry
the Greater Cleveland Peacemakers Alliance, a coalition Project, a collaboration led by the Center for Families and
of community organizations that addresses gang and Children, to wrap a variety of services around individuals
street violence in the city and our first-ring suburbs.
re-entering the community and their families.
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We
build

3

a n ev e n gr e at e r u n i v e r Si t y c i rc l e Through

taking shape: Ohio Cooperative Solar will install solar panels and perform weatherization, and Evergreen City Growers
will grow produce on a large scale in a year-round hydroponic greenhouse.

unprecedented collaboration among key stakeholders,
Greater University Circle – the seven Cleveland neighborhoods in and around University Circle – is taking
shape as a premier place to live, work, play, visit, and
receive medical care in Cleveland.

B u i l d i n g c a r e e r S a n d h o P e We are making
significant progress on opening the Cleveland Center for
Our initiative in this hub is making progress on multiple Arts and Technology. Patterned after Pittsburgh’s successfronts. Along with various partners, we have created ful Manchester Bidwell training center, our center will help
adults retrain themselves
Greater Circle Living,
for new careers in reada program that proily available jobs in
vides mor tgage and
l o o k i ng Bac k
some of Cleveland’s
home-repair assis1915 The foundation’s recreation/leisure study spurs a wave of new playtance to low- and modmost respected institugrounds and a city recreation department and provides the impetus for the
erate-income families
tions, includ ing the
creation of the Cleveland Metroparks system.
who work and live in
Cleveland Clinic and
1937 The foundation helps lead the slum-clearing and planning that prompt
the area. We also are
University Hospitals.
the nation’s first public housing.
The center also will
enhancing local public
1980 The emergence of neighborhood-rejuvenating “community development
school options a nd
feature programs to
corporations” in partnership with the foundation-championed Neighborhood
developing programs
embrace at-risk youth
Progress Inc. helps invigorate Cleveland’s neighborhoods.
to bolster neighborhood
through quality aftersafety and security.
school offerings that
mov i ng F o rwa r d to day
incorporate arts and
new joBS, new
$2.7 million to Neighborhood Connections, a program that makes
technology, aimed at
w e a lt h One of our
neighborhood improvements by giving hundreds of small grants to local
instilling in them a love
most promising strateleaders and small groups in Cleveland.
for learning and a desire
gies is to foster eco$550,000 to Living Cities to improve Cleveland neighborhoods through
to stay in school, gradunomic inclusion – jobs
workforce development, economic stimulation, housing, and education.
ate, and go to college.
for all – in Greater UniThe center is on track
$450,000 to Downtown Cleveland Alliance for support of up to five
versity Circle. In partpriority initiatives to make downtown more inviting for business owners,
to open in early 2010.
nership with leading
visitors, and residents.
r e c o n S t ru c tinstitutions, local phiFor a complete list of our 2008 grants, please visit
ing neighBorlanthropies, and comwww.ClevelandFoundation.org/Grants
ho od S With so many
munity groups, we are
vacant homes in Cleveinvesting in the startup
land, the foundation is
of for-profit businesses
that will serve the needs of anchor institutions and create researching ways to turn this escalating problem into an
opportunities for wealth for local residents who work in opportunity. We have funded a few pilot deconstruction
projects, where skilled men and women have taken down
and own a piece of these “green” businesses.
old, abandoned homes, piece by piece, to carefully collect
Our first cooperative business has already launched. The
valuable materials for reuse. Not only does this technique
Evergreen Cooperative Laundry opened in October 2009
divert materials that would ordinarily end up in a landfill
as the first industrial-scale, LEED-certified green laundry in
and put them to productive use, it has the potential to creNortheast Ohio. Initially, this employee-owned company is
ate jobs for economically depressed areas. The foundation
serving the area’s health care institutions, nursing homes,
is working with partners to discern if our deconstruction
and hotels. Plans call for hiring 50 low- and moderatemethod can be brought to scale and replace the current
income residents who will vest over time to become employee
practice of demolition across the city.
owners. Two more employee-owned cooperatives also are
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